
Welcome! 
2019 Oregon 

Transportation Forum 
Annual Meeting 



OTF Annual 
Business 
Meeting 



Business Meeting Agenda

Welcome Gwenn Baldwin 
Financial Report Mary Kyle McCurdy
Election of OTF Board of Directors Gwenn Baldwin 
Executive Director Update Pam Leavitt



Vote on 2022 Board of Directors

Gwenn Baldwin, City of Beaverton (Local Gov’t)
Tom Barrows, BNSF Railway (Rail)
Marie Dodds, AAA Oregon/Idaho (Motorist)
Drew Hagedorn, Oregon Transit Association (Public Transit)
Jana Gastellum, Oregon Environmental Council (Environ.)
Jana Jarvis, Oregon Trucking Association (Trucking)
Anneliese Koehler, Metro (Regional Gov’t) 
Mark Landauer, Oregon Public Ports Association (Ports)
Katie Mangle, Alta Planning + Design, Inc. (Pedestrians or bicyclists)
Mary Kyle McCurdy, 1000 Friends of Oregon (Land Use)
Ivo Trummer, Port of Portland (Aviation Transportation)
Brian Worley, Association of Oregon Counties (At-Large—Local Government)



Thank you to our Break  
Sponsor!



Legislative Panel

uSenator Betsy Johnson

uRep. Ron Noble

uRep. Susan McLain

uRep. Shelly Boshart Davis



Thank you for 
attending the 
2021 Annual 
Meeting!



Trucking &
the Supply
Chain
Presented by Jana Jarvis, OTA President & CEO

November 18, 2021



While the media is singularly focused on 
the trucking industry as the "broken link" 
in the supply chain, the issue is much 
more complex...

The pandemic exacerbated 
existing challenges that the 
trucking industry continues 
to face both at ports and 
on the road.



More than 80% of U.S. communities rely 
exclusively on trucks for their freight 
transportation needs.

88% of Oregon's manufactured tonnage
is transported by trucks equaling 101,140
tons per day

There are close to 9000 trucking 
companies located in Oregon, primarily 
small, locally owned businesses

One in 17 jobs in Oregon are trucking 
industry jobs, making Oregon one of 29 
where truck driver is the number one job
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Driver Shortage: By the Numbers

Before COVID, the trucking industry was in need
of 60,500 drivers nationally

As a  result of the pandemic we are now short 
80,000 drivers to meet current demand - with
an additional 160,000 drivers needed by 2028

Driver Retirement + Capacity Growth = 1.1  million new
drivers needed over the next decade, or 110,000 new hires
each year



Diesel technicians are 
also in short supply.

There will be a shortage of 28,300 
new entrant diesel techs by 2024

The solution to this 
problem differs from 
the driver shortage

A shortage of technicians results in 
more downtime with current 
equipment, the cost of which has 
been estimated to be more than $2.5 
billion annually

Focus on promoting diesel technician 
career opportunities at the junior 
high and high school levels

Efforts are already underway, but 
they will require support from the 
industry, schools and trucking fleets



Congestion
Aggregated estimates of the volume of 
congestion on our nation's highway 
system equal 425,000 drivers sitting
idle for a year

Highway congestion also adds nearly
$75 billion to the cost of
freight transportation each
year

Labor shortages make other supply chain 
inefficiencies more visible, including:



37% of the driver workforce will 
leave their jobs if the vaccine 
mandate is applied to them

• Less than 50% of drivers are
currently vaccinated

• The federal mandate will lead to drivers 
seeking employment at smaller carriers 
Larger fleets will face further staffing issues
in an already tight market

• The federal OSHA rule is on hold and the 
Labor Department has indicated solo
truck drivers would be exempt, but still...

The impacts of a vaccine mandate remain a top
industry concern



How OTA is Addresssing These
Labor Shortages

Oregon's Regional Workforce Boards

Established by the Workforce and Innovation Act 
at the federal level with legislation passed in 
2014, workforce boards exist in nine regions 
across the state

Mission is to enhance the visibility of this 
industry and financially support CDL programs, 
both public and private entities

Carriers are actively promoting professional 
driving careers with billboards and trailer wraps

School Outreach & Education

Efforts to attract diesel technicians is a relatively 
new development

OTA is exploring opportunities to engage with 
high schools and trade schools to promote 
potential career paths

Additional elements of this engagement will 
include driver education and the possiblity of 
driver training for students 18+



Port inefficiencies 
lead to driver 
productivity 
issues



• Bottlenecks and congestion at ports
have a trickle-down effect

• Existing shortages of containers,
chassis, terminal appointments, 
draymen, and truck drivers 
exacerbate supply chain disruptions.

Intermodal motor carriers are critical to 
the global supply chain

Trucks move freight to and from
the ports and railyards, and
provide the last mile of delivery for 
consumer goods

• Same issues create problems for 
American exporters, as well



Prior to the pandemic, drivers would 
routinely pick-up/drop-off 3 or 4 
containers in a normal shift

Now, drivers often wait 4-8
hours to pick-up or drop-off
one container

The sheer volume of cargo waiting
slows the process considerably

Productivity is further complicated 
by the inability to get a  chassis, the 
providers of which are often dictated
by ocean carriers



These very supply chain 
issues are also impacting 
trucking's productivity

The irony is...



Semiconductor shortages are slowing 
the delivery of new equipment, leaving 
plants idle

The backlog of new truck orders now 
has 279,000 trucks waiting to be built

Shortages of steel, aluminum, plastics, 
foam and other components are 
leading carriers to cannibalize older 
equipment

New trucks and the necessary
parts to maintain fleets are in
short supply



Pursuit of zero emissions

New environmental standards are designed
to phase out older equipment

Lack of available equipment makes it difficult
for the industry to comply - a new truck order
today won't be delivered until 2023

Equipment shortages will continue to
plague the efficiency of the industry



jana@ortrucking.org

503.513.0005

www.ortrucking.org

Questions?



Transportation 
Electrification Update
Oregon Transportation Forum – November 18, 2021 

Greg Alderson, State Environmental Policy Manager



EVs are here with more on the way
• Since 2019, Oregon has seen an 28% increase in registered electric vehicles to 42,573 electric vehicles 

(Through first half of 2021; DMV data processed by DEQ).

• Globally, alongside conventional car sales falling 15 percent in 2020, global electric car sales grew more than 33 
percent. (ARK Invest)

EV adoption continues to grow through the pandemic in Oregon and around the world

Battery Prices 
Falling Quickly

More vehicles available 
with longer ranges



Utilities are planning for electric vehicles

• Distribution System Planning: Two-part detailed system planning process 
focused on enabling an upgraded, flexible, and smart grid.  (Part 1 filed in 
October 2021)

• Integrated Resource Planning: Planning for future demand

• 2022 Transportation Electrification Plan

• Residential Charging Rebate: Incentives for installing home chargers and allowing PGE to slow charging at 
peak times on the grid 

• Business Charging Rebate: Incentive for installing grid-connected chargers at commercial, multifamily, and 
workplaces

• Fleet Partner: Supporting fleet charging infrastructure including make-ready infrastructure 

• Electric Avenues: Seven public charging hubs with at least 4 ports; both fast charging and level 2

Planning for growing population of electric vehicles

PGE programs already underway

HB 2165 (2021) expanded utility TE infrastructure investment and customer programs 



Partnering with fleet customers 

Commercial

Municipal

School

Non-profit

Transit

Fleet Partner reduces cost and complexity associated with transitioning to electric fuel 



Planning for heavy vehicle 
charging 
West Coast Clean Transit Corridor Initiative



Electric Island
• First electric vehicle charging site in the US 

designed with heavy-duty trucks in mind.
• Partnership with Daimler Trucks North 

America
• Less than a mile off I-5 in North Portland
• Designed to test technologies and be future 

proof
• Also open to light duty vehicles 





Forth is a nonprofit trade association and advocate 
for electric, shared, and smart mobility.

About Forth

Photo @Dylan VanWeelden

We are active in four main areas:

Industry Development - We bring together businesses, utilities and 
communities to support growth, create living-wage jobs and strengthen 
our economy.

Policy Advocacy - We advocate for smart laws and policies that strengthen 
emerging mobility solutions and ensure cutting-edge technologies 
benefit us all.

Demonstration Projects - We bring partners together to demonstrate new 
technologies in real-world projects that help improve our lives and 
expand mobility options.

Consumer Engagement - We organize events and test drives to showcase 
the latest technologies and bring the fun, efficiency and money-saving 
benefits of electric and smart mobility to the public. 



Transportation Electrification Infrastructure Needs Analysis

TEINA Study 
Key Take-Aways

• There are Rural and Urban Charging Deserts

• Equity needs to be a top consideration, with a focus on BIPoC
and Low-Income

• The public sector needs to lead by and example and invest in 
EV infrastructure to encourage private sector buy in

• Access to charging at home is key and public charging is 
needed to reach mass adoption

• Infrastructure needs to precede mass adoption of EVs

• It will take commitments from Utilities, OEMs, NGO, CBOs and 
the public sector to reach mass adoption of EVs

The TEINA study was funded by the Oregon Department of Transportation



Important findings
TEINA Study
• With a large percentage of the American population 

living in multi-unit dwellings, public charging and 
solutions for residents of multi-unit dwellings is 
crucial to ensure equity access to charging and to 
reach mass adoption

• Consumer experience around charging is key, bad 
experiences around charging could lead to EV 
drivers reverting to driving ICE vehicles 

• Utilities as well as Federal and local governments 
need to be prepared to quickly roll out EV 
infrastructure as demand rapidly increases

This graphic was created by the Oregon Department of Transportation



Important findings
TEINA Study

These images were created by the Oregon Department of Transportation

• This graphic is a projection of the 
exponential increase for charging port 
demand over the next 15 years

• We are currently above the demand 
with over 2,300 ports in Oregon, but 
the ports are not evenly distributed

• To keep up with demand and to avoid 
charging deserts it will take 
collaboration from local governments, 
local utilities and investments from 
charging companies



Addressing EV Barriers  
Rural Oregon Barriers

• Charging deserts exist all over the rural parts of Oregon, DCFC 

and level 2 EV chargers need to be added to build consumer 

confidence

• Rural communities want to see vehicles that will have the 

capabilities to meet all their needs not just some of them

• Continued outreach and community support for electrification is 

necessary

• Getting rural drivers the experience of driving an EV now more 

than ever is critical to reaching mass adoption



Important findings
TEINA Study
Total number of public charging stations: 
1,600

• 2,300 Ports

• Level 2 chargers: 75%

• DCFCs: 23%

• Concentrated in urban areas

• Distributed along the corridors and 

coast

• Not all chargers are compatible with 

every EV 

Oregon Charging Station Distribution

This graphic was created by the Oregon Department of Transportation



Addressing Urban and BIPoC Community EV Barriers 

ELECTRIC BIKES 
 POWER YOUR COMMUTE

E-bikes offer all the advantages of a regular bicycle, without the sweat or spandex—that’s 
why more Oregonians are making the switch to electric bicycles every day. To find out how 
to test-ride an e-bike and transform your commute visit www.driveoregon.org/ebikes.

Commuting on our ebike saves  
our family time and money, allows  
me to spend quality time outside  
with my kids and generally makes  
me a happier person.”  
Ingrid Fish, SE Portland 

Enjoy the outside.
Breathe easy with a no-pollute commute.

No sweat.
Show up looking sharp.

DAILY

0.002LBS 0.5LBS 

PER MONTH  
all expenses 
including electricity

Fast-track commuting. 
Leave bumper-to-bumper traffic and bus schedules behind.

It pays to ride.
Ditch the gas, parking fees and auto repair bills.

BIKE CAR TRANSIT

AVERAGE COMMUTE TIME (MIN)

10

20

30

40

Workout optional. 
With variable motor settings, push yourself or enjoy  
the cruise: it’s up to you.

MIN

CALORIES BURNED/HOUR

Set Your Effort

900

MAX

600

300

Hassle-free parking. 
Free bike rack parking means you can save your meter  
money for something more fun.

$35
$884 PER MONTH  

fuel, parking, insurance,  
maintenance

$185 PARKING FEES 
PER MONTH  

E-BIKE

CAR 12LBS 2936LBS

CO2 EMISSIONS ANNUALLY
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www.driveoregon.org/ebikes

• Urban charging deserts 

exist and DCFC rates 

can make driving electric 

just as expensive as 

refueling at the gas 

station

• Not all solutions will 

include passenger 

vehicles and we should 

embrace micro-mobility 

and public transit EV 

solutions 



Addressing Urban and BIPoC Community EV Barriers 

• Outreach efforts tailored to rural and BIPoC communities are 

needed: For example working with community based 

organizations that are trusted by the community to facilitate 

outreach and provide EV resources and recomendations

• We need to continue bringing outreach efforts directly to BIPoC

communities and come prepared with a variety electric mobility 

options for them that can meet their needs regardless of where 

they are in their electrification journey

• We need to provide BIPoC communities with the opportunity to 

get behind the wheel of an EV now so they have the knowledge 

and experience to confidently choose an electric vehicle when 

the time comes to purchase a new vehicle 



Examples of Utility and Policy Support
• Maintaining DCFC stations along 

the West Coast Electric Highway 

and continued investment in 

charging infrastructure

• Ensure that public EV charging 

stations rates are affordable to the 

communities they serve

• Encouraging investments from the 

public sector into EV fleets and 

chargers

• Continuing support for outreach 

programs such as the GoForth

Mobile Showcase



Have more questions? Contact us!
Steven Alaman, Forth, stevena@forthmobility.org

November 18th, 2021

Thank you!

Photo @Dylan VanWeelden



State of the Race

New Governor, New Districts: 
New Political World?



Democratic Primary Candidates

Tina Kotek

•Announces candidacy 2 September 2021

•5-term Speaker of the House

•No Oregon Speaker has been elected directly to the 
governorship

•Highly knowledgeable on issues across the board

•Liberal Democrat $0
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Democratic Primary Candidates

Tobias Read

•Announces candidacy 27 September 2021

•State treasurer since 2017

•Bob Straub is only former treasurer to serve as governor

•Highly knowledgeable on issues across the board

•Favorite of business and finance due to treasurer role $0
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Democratic Primary Candidates

Ellen Rosenblum

•Has not publicly decided—fundraising indicates no run

•2-term Attorney General

•Two AGs have become governor, latest was Kulongoski. 
Neither was AG when elected governor. 

•Highly knowledgeable on issues across the board

•Liberal Democrat $0
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Democratic Primary Candidates

Nicholas Kristof

•Announced candidacy 27 October 2021

•Grew up in Yamhill County

•37-years at the New York Times 

•Last book was about social crises in rural America with 
focus on his old school bus friends

•Liberal Democrat $0
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Democratic Primary Candidates

Others

•Casey Kulla, Yamhill County Commissioner. Raised 
$52,300.

•Patrick Starnes, Independent Party candidate in 2018. 
Raised $8,100



Democratic Primary Candidates

Overall fundraising
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Republican Primary Candidates

Bud Pierce

•Announces candidacy 30 November 2020

•Nominee in 2016. Lost to Kate Brown 50.6%–43.5%

•Salem physician

•Active in local Republican politics

•Moderate Republican $0
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Republican Primary Candidates

Stan Pulliam

•Announces candidacy 7 September 2021

•Mayor of Sandy, insurance executive

•Very vocal opposition to COVID mandates from Gov. 
Brown

•More in line with Trumpist ideas
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Republican Primary Candidates

Jessica Gomez

•Announces candidacy 8 June 2021

•CEO of small electronics manufacturer in southern 
Oregon

•Lost Oregon Senate race in 2018. Raised $518,000

•Business experience
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Republican Primary Candidates

Bridget Barton

•Announces candidacy 15 July 2021

•Behind the scenes campaign ideas person and fundraiser 
for Republican causes and candidates. Writer and editor 
for Brainstorm magazine and Oregon Transformation 
newsletter

•Support of business community
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Republican Primary Candidates

Others

•Kerry McQuisten, Mayor of Baker City. Raised $59,200.

•Mark Thielman, Alsea Schools Superintendent. Raised 
$37,000.

•Jim Huggins, Bend film producer. Raised $29,600.

•Amber Richardson, White City Licensed Massage 
Therapist. Raised $2,000.



Republican Primary Candidates

Overall Fundraising
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Democratic Primary Candidates

Overall fundraising
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